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The all-in-one serving machine!

OUR STORY: Sports Attack began engineering and
manufacturing its patented ball-throwing machines
for multiple sports in 1995. Today, these machines
are used by leading professional teams and top
universities that read like a “Who’s Who” of sports.

The Ace Attack tennis model has been time-tested
in the field for nearly 2 decades.

NEW

Transparent poly-carbonate
ball basket shows when
basket is almost empty.

REALISTIC
PRACTICE

FOCUS

Flashing feed
indicator trains
player focus,
split step, and
ball response!

&
IMPROVED
VERSATILE

Unique 3-wheel design
feeds right- or left-handed
flat, slice, or kick serves as
well as specialty shots that
include inside-out slice
backhands and sidespinning squash shots.

Feeds serves and
groundstrokes at
adjustable heights
with 3 drill pattern
options: random,
3-ball, and 4-ball.

Visit
our website
for videos of
the
Ace Attack
in action!

OSCILLATION

POWER

Feeds serves or
groundstrokes from
20 to 110 mph.

VISUAL

DURABLE

Powder-coating with
polyester paint keeps
machine rust-free.

$6,995 MSRP

Half the price of competing machines.
Includes remote control.
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Variable width 2-line and 3-line;
plus 1-line and random.

Exclusive worldwide distribution
by Oncourt Offcourt

Fact Sheet
PLAYABILITY

release points (lowest to highest positions)

42" to 100"

variable oscillation

Variable width 2-line and 3-line; plus 1-line and random

groundstroke or serve speeds
3 throwing wheels
arc control
lift control

control panel

SPECIFICATIONS

120 to 10 mph

feeds any combination of topspin/backspin/sidespin
lever arm on the machine varies ball arc

flip one switch for machine to effortlessly go up or down
easy to use in private, club or team settings

cantilevering arm system

maintains proper throwing head angles in full range of motion

H-Shape base

maneuvers through narrow entrances with complete stability

ball storage bin

weather-proof Heyco-flex tubing
polyester powder-coated paint
open motor housing
riser step

assembly
110 V

WEIGHT & DIMENSIONS

transparent "bullet-proof” polycarbonite bin holds 200 balls
protects wiring system

weather resistant in any climate

eliminates the need to remove ball fuzz

makes refilling ball basket easier than ever

only wheels and ball bucket need to be assembled
small upcharge for 220V system

machine weight

150 pounds

machine dimensions (highest position)

H127"xD53"xW35"

machine dimensions (lowest position)
shipping weight

shipping dimensions
shipping time

Warranty Statement

H67"xD53"xW35"
220 pounds

H59"xD55"xW36"

machines ship within one week of finalized order
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We stand behind the material and workmanship of our machines for five (5) years from the date of original purchase for
institutional and residential use and one (1) year for commercial environments, with the following exceptions: The throwing
wheels, electronic controller, and throwing wheel motors are all covered for two (2) years. This warranty excludes any
cosmetic issues or normal wear and tear of the unit, and is not in effect if the machine has been misused, misapplied,
improperly assembled, or modified without the express written permission of Sports Attack. This warranty also does not apply
to damage in transit, in any accident unrelated to the direct operation of the equipment, or by fire, flood, or act of God. If you
encounter any issues during your warranty period, Sports Attack will quickly get your machine back in working order. If the
warranty repair involves a replacement part, we will make sure you get both the part and easy instructions for replacement at
no cost to you. If a service person is needed, Sports Attack will pay a pre-approved labor charge to repair the machine.

